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"Trying to explain what we do to derive numbers for ACRL/IPEDS in 20 minutes is kind of 
like trying to write a one paragraph summary for War and Peace”. In other words, I have 
struggled with this presentation. I settled on a quick discussion of the confounding factors at 
play, a couple of “case studies” of how to answer different questions, and a resource list -
because I am far from being the expert on this topic! 
We find out changes *after* we track. 
Our data gathering has to be so granular that we can not only adjust to changing 
definitions, but also meet the very complex inclusions/exclusions.




So, how do you tease out the factors?
In this example, provided by PALNI, you can see that they use the 
Payment Activity by Material Format Report to get totals for one 
time and ongoing expenditures. 
To get an accurate figure with this report, look through the 
variables and make sure your acquisitions staff are coding 
consistently
Unfortunately when I ran this Custom report based on the Acquisitions Universe, I found 
that about 30% of our expenditures had not been marked as firm or subscription. I have 
asked Acquisitions to mark everything as firm or subscription moving forward - so the 
onetime/ongoing factor will be taken care of. 
So I decided to revisit report writer and see if changing the 
variables would require less manual manipulation on my part.




Add a slicer to limit to electronic
Pulled report in March. Need numbers as of June 30. Can use Title Holding Added Date to 




Standard Report Pulled report in March. Need numbers as of June 30. Can use Title 
Holding Added Date to remove. (Will not be completely accurate if we have withdrawn titles 
since then. They won’t show up here.)
To determine book/media & online/print factors, you need both material format and material 
subformat.
